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1. Executive Summary
In the past couple of years, social network platforms have emerged as one of the key source
for information dissemination. They are known for the discretion they provide their users.
Terrorist organization tend to exploit this benefit of social network platforms and use them for
their personal gains such as proponent recruitment and propaganda proliferation. The REDAlert solution focuses on identifying such entities with the use of efficient Natural Language
Processing (NLP), Social Network Analysis (SNA) and Complex Event Processing (CEP)
algorithms. The output generated by such algorithms would take immense time to be
processed if it is kept in a tabular form and to overcome this issues, the Data Visualization Tool
focuses takes the tabular data as input and represents it in the form of a graphical structure
that adapts based on a number of configurable parameters.
This report within WP5: “Privacy, Visualization and Meta-Learning”, namely D5.4: “Data
visualisation tool” explains in detail the tool that is developed in the RED-Alert project that
allows LEAs to visualise the processed social network data in accordance with applicable data
protection law and practice. The report also explains in detail how the Data visualization tool is
built and how it can be used with help of screenshots.
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2. Introduction
Social network platforms are growing at an unprecedented rate and in a global population of
7.593 billion, 4.021 billion are internet users and among them 3.196 billion use social network
platforms [13]. Such a large number of social network users make these platforms a prime
source of information exchange and where individuals use them to highlight key political and
national issues, terrorist organizations use them to radicalize individuals. Terrorist
organizations take cover behind a fake identify and disappear in the large population of social
network platforms. This helps them in disseminating radical content without being identified.
In order to identify these terrorist organization, Law Enforcement Agencies (LEAs) make use of
multiple machine learning algorithms in the form of NLP, SNA and CEP. These algorithms work
well in identifying individuals and the changing patterns of the graph, but the output
generated by these algorithms would be hard to follow unless and until it is in a graphical
format. A data set represented in a graphical structure enables an analyst to look at a bigger
picture, where each tinny detail highlighted by the machine learning algorithms can be
efficiently represented in the form of a graph.
A graphical structure enables an analyst to use visual tactics to represent key information. The
individuals that are involved in the network can be represented as nodes and the relationship
between these individuals can be represented as edges. These relationships can be based on
Tweet and Re-tweets, list of friends, list of followers, similarity in profiles and various other
parameters. These edge parameters are complemented by nodes which can represent vital
information such as number of friends, number of followers and the library of keywords
tweeted or retweeted. The combined effect of these node and edge parameters thus define
the visual parameters of a graph, where the node color, shape, opacity and size can be used to
highlight the criticality of a node. These graphical characteristics help an analyst to identify and
track an individual in a large number of nodes thus identifying a terrorist organization in a
matter of seconds.

2.1. Document Scope
This document is being submitted as a part deliverable for D5.4: Data Visualisation Tool. This is
part of Work Package 5: Privacy, Visualization and Learning and explains in detail how user
data/identity after being anonymized is visualised in a graph so as to be more comprehensible.
The document presents a brief overview of the network parameters used to assess the graph
developed on the given dataset. It also explains the functionalities of the web based interface
that is designed specifically for this module. The web based interface is designed in Java (EE)
JSP and this report also contains snapshots of the tool where necessary.

2.2. Methodology
The sequence of sub-tasks performed to complete this deliverable were:
a) Study various network parameters which can be used to assess a network graph and
finalizing attributes such as node shape and color.
b) Study existing libraries for visualizing network data.
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c) Study existing libraries and the functions which could be useful for implementing the
requirements of tool on paper.
d) Analyze the feasibility of using Cytoscape library in visualizing the graph.
e) Study/Test the Maps API’s that are available to visualize the network graph with
locations
f)

Iterate different versions of the tool to finalize which nodes to actually display and
where to locate them.
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3. General Overview
A social network is a social structure made up of a set of social actors (such as individuals or
organizations), sets of dyadic ties, and other social interactions between actors. The social
network perspective provides a method of analysing the structure of the social entities such as
individuals, groups and events which are interconnected based on various theories [1]. The
study of these structures uses social network analysis to identify local and global patterns,
locate influential entities, and examine network dynamics.
Social networks analysis is an inherently interdisciplinary academic field which emerged from
social psychology, sociology, statistics, and graph theory. Georg Simmel authored early
structural theories in sociology emphasizing the dynamics of triads and "web of group
affiliations"[2]. Jacob Moreno is credited with developing the first sociograms in the 1930s to
study interpersonal relationships. These approaches were mathematically formalized in the
1950s and theories and methods of social networks became pervasive in the social and
behavioural sciences by the 1980s [1][3]. Social network analysis is now one of the major
paradigms in contemporary sociology, and is also employed in a number of other social and
formal sciences. Together with other complex networks, it forms part of the nascent field of
network science.
Computer networks combined with social networking software produces a new medium for
social interaction. A relationship over a computerized social networking service can be
characterized by context, direction, and strength. The content of a relation refers to the
resource that is exchanged. In a computer mediated communication context, social pairs
exchange different kinds of information, including sending a data file or a computer program
as well as providing emotional support or arranging a meeting. With the rise of electronic
commerce, information exchanged may also correspond to exchanges of money, goods or
services in the "real" world. Social network analysis methods have become essential to
examining these types of computer mediated communication.
In addition, the sheer size and the volatile nature of social media has given rise to new
network metrics. A key concern with networks extracted from social media is the lack of
robustness of network metrics given missing data. The social graph in the Internet context is a
graph that depicts personal relations of internet users. In short, it is a model or representation
of a social network, where the word graph has been taken from graph theory. The social graph
has been referred to as "the global mapping of everybody and how they're related.

3.1. Network Evaluation Parameters
Once a network is realized into a graph, though it’s more comprehensible than its previous
state (listed information), there is still a need to evaluate certain parameters. These
parameters give an idea of the mathematical measures of the graph as a whole.

Completeness
In the mathematical field of graph theory, a complete graph is a simple undirected graph in
which every pair of distinct vertices is connected by a unique edge. The completeness of a
graph which is also referred to as the algebraic connectivity gives a numerical value to the
connectedness of a graph. This helps in examining how connected a graph is. Consider a graph
G=(V,E), where |V|=n and |E|=m are the number of nodes and edges respectively. The
This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
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incidence matrix A is the n x m matrix where the existence of an edge l E between nodes I and
j defines the lth column of the matrix such that al=-1. For such a graph the Laplacian matrix is
defined as [14]:

The diagonal entries of this Laplacian matrix Li,I denote the degree of node I and the nondiagonal entries denote the existence of a link between two nodes. L is positive semi-definite
and L1=0 where 1 is the vector of all ones.
The eigenvalues of the Laplacian matrix are arranged in an ascending order such that
. The multiplicity of zero in the eigenvalues represents the number of
disconnected components of the network. The second smallest eigenvalue represents the
algebraic connectivity of the network with the corresponding normalized eigenvector being
referred to as the Fiedler vector.

Characteristic Path Length
Characteristic path length, it is defined as the median of the means of the shortest path
lengths, connecting each vertex to all other vertices. Based on this, the characteristic path
length of a network is defined as the average distance from a certain vertex to any other
vertex in the network:

Diameter
The diameter of a graph is the maximum eccentricity of any vertex in the graph. That is the
greatest distance between any pair of vertices. To find the diameter of a graph, first find the
shortest path between each pair of vertices. The greatest length of any of these paths is the
diameter of the graph.
Diameter D of a network, having N nodes is defined as the maximum shortest paths between
any two nodes in the network.

Degree Centralisation
Historically first and conceptually simplest, is the degree centrality, which is defined as the
number of links incident upon a node (i.e., the number of ties that a node has). The degree can
be interpreted in terms of the immediate risk of a node for catching whatever is flowing
through the network (such as a virus, or some information). The degree centrality of a vertex
v, for a given graph
with
vertices and
edges, is defined as:

The definition of centrality on the node level can be extended to the whole graph, which is
then referred to as graph centralization. Let
be the node with highest degree centrality in
. Correspondingly, the degree centralization of the graph is as follows
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Closeness Centralisation
In a connected graph, the normalized closeness of a node is the average length of the shortest
path between the node and all other nodes in the graph. Thus a more central a node is, the
more closer it is to all other nodes in the network.
The closeness of any given node in a graph can be define as:

where
is the distance between vertices x and y, and N is the number of vertices.
Closeness centralization is the variation in the closeness centrality of vertices divided by the
maximum variation in the closeness centrality scores possible in a network of the same size.

Betweenness Centralisation
Betweenness is a centrality measure of a vertex within a graph. Betweenness centrality
quantifies the number of times a node acts as a bridge along the shortest path between two
other nodes. It was introduced as a measure for quantifying the control of a human on the
communication between other humans in a social network. In other words, vertices that have
a high probability to occur on a randomly chosen shortest path between two randomly chosen
vertices have a high betweenness.
The betweenness of a vertex v in a graph G:=(V,E) with V vertices is computed as follows:




For each pair of vertices (s,t), compute the shortest paths between them.
For each pair of vertices (s,t), determine the fraction of shortest paths that pass
through the vertex in question (here, vertex v).
Sum this fraction over all pairs of vertices (s,t).

3.2. Network Relational Information
In social network relational, information is key. It highlights how two individuals are linked
with each other. The most obvious metric in social network platforms are the set of friends and
followers of an individual but the list of relational information does not end here. Where in
most social network platforms users tend to hide these two list, relational information can be
extracted using the set of tweets/posts and the list of individual’s re-tweeting/re-posting the
same content. All this relational information helps in identifying characteristics of individuals
involved in the graph. It also helps in tracking and profiling individuals on the network thus
aiding in identifying terrorist organization. It must be noted that till this moment CITY used
only anonymised data sets for development purposes.

3.3. Social Network Information and Graphs
Social network analysis (SNA) is the process of investigating social structures through the use
of networks. In order to perform this analysis, researchers make use of a graphical interface. A
This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
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graphical interface helps in representing a large set of information into a concise and
meaningful way. This enables analyst to analyse a bigger picture altogether with minimum
computation. A graph has two components, nodes and edges. Each of these components has
multiple characteristics and one can exploit the characteristics of these components to make
these graphs more meaningful. These characteristics include but are not limited to: node
shape, color, size, location, edge color and edge length.

Node shape
Node shape is one of the most prominent feature in a network. It enables an analyst to group
nodes based on similar characteristics. For instance, platforms such as Twitter and Facebook
have the feature of verifying a profile of a famous personality. This helps in making sure that
the profile is owned and run by the actual person and is not an impersonation. In a graphical
structure, using a different shape for verified profiles would help and analyst to access how a
certain trend is being initiated and followed through the community and how an initiative of a
famous personality is being accepted by the community. This would also help in highlighting
and tracking previously identified terrorist organization profiles and social network pages.

Node colour
Node colours are another major thing that catches one’s eyes as soon as one looks at a
network. The vast majority of colours give an analyst the granularity one needs in
differentiating one profile from the other. It gives one a non-binary system, where instead of
stating Yes or No, one can use various colour codes to define how much one is involved in a
matter. For instance, an individual might have liked/followed one page regarding football and
nine other related to cricket, this does not make that individual equal to the one who is
following all ten football pages. In order to highlight this difference, node colouring is a key
requirement.

Node size
Node size is another metric which helps in highlighting the characteristics of a node. It
complements the shape of a node to highlight and emphasize how a certain node is related to
a certain attribute in the network. For instance, when node shape is representing the
authenticity of an individual, one can use the number of friends and followers to as the metric
for size of node to represent how critical an individual is in the network.

Node location
Individual on social network like to share location based information. This information can be
extracted from the default location of a profile, which usually defines the home town/city of
an individual or can be extracted from an individual post, where one is describing what is
happening around him/her. Such information helps in scrutinising a network when looking for
a particular group of individual. In case of an unfortunate event at a location X, the node
location information would help in scrutinizing the graph to see which individuals per present
there at the time of the incidence, thus enabling the analyst to process and analyse the right
social media content.

Edge colour
The edges in a graph represent the relationship between nodes. This relationship can be based
on any of the characteristics. An edge can represent if two nodes are friends with each other
or if one follows the other and vice versa. An edge can also represent the number of times one
This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
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has re-tweeted or shared the content tweeted/posted by the other. Such a numeric value can
be represented by changing edge colour. The changing edge colour gives an analyst the
granularity that one needs to highlight numeric information related to an edge connecting two
nodes.

Edge length
The length of an edge can have multiple meanings. In cases when a location based
differentiation between nodes is not present, the length of an edge helps in identifying how
close or far apart two individuals are. The length of an edge can also be used to complement
the characteristics that are being highlighted using edge colour as the changing length of
nodes would help in keeping a track of changing node relationships over time.

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
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4. Summary of the Functionalities
This section gives a brief summary of the functionalities covered by the data visualisation tool.
These functionalities are referred according to the Chapter 9 -Requirements Specification from
D1.3: “Technical Requirements Specification”. For derived functionalities/ options/ services
the main functionality from D1.3 are referred.

Code

Functional requirement description

Comments

FR45

The tool represents a social network in
Visualize graphs:
Visualize graphs representing networks the form of a graph.
of entities of interest.

FR46

Visualize data as lists, tables or charts:
The data visualization needs of the
project are not exhausted by
representations as graphs (networks of
nodes). From graphs, the user should be
able to click and view certain entities as
lists or tables. In addition, aggregated
data or evolutions of certain variables
over time will need to be represented as
either tables or charts.

FR47

Visualize data as maps:
The tool visualizes the network as a
Visualize on maps entities on which graph on the map. The nodes that do not
have location are given random map
location data is collected or generated.
locations.

The tool populates a table when an
individual selects a particular node. It
also allows the analyst to zoom in and
zoom out of the graph to highlight and
focus on a certain group of nodes.

Table 1: Functional requirements

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
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5. Component Presentation
In this section we explain with help of snapshots, the different functionalities that exist in the
first iteration of the Data visualization tool. At the current stage, the visualization tool is
designed and developed as a separate module that read data files, processes the data and
presents a graph. In the next stage of development, the tool will be incorporated into the REDAlert pipeline, where instead of reading a separate file, it will take data from the MongoDB,
which has network information enriched by the NLP, SNA and CEP components. The
enrichment of the network information would require more network attributes to be
considered and all that will be incorporated in the next version of the data visualization tool.
In the current state, the tool takes as input an anonymized data file, which after being loaded
goes through preprocessing to extract the required features out and convert the users into
nodes forming a JSON object of its own. In the next step, a controller module calculates the
various network parameters to be displayed with the graph. Then the modified JSON Object
after getting new attributes such as the shape, color and location of the node, finally are
passed through a function which uses Cytoscape (a JavaScript library) to visualize the graph.
The visualization tool was tailored according to the dataset at hand with the following
attributes after being anonymized by the anonymization tool:

Attribute
Unique User Id
User Location
Tweet Content
Verified Tag
List of Friends
List of Followers
Table 2 List of attributes extracted from the anonymized dataset

It is key to highlight here, that the list of attributes mentioned in Table 2 is not exhaustive and
other datasets used in the project could have more attributes. The visualization tool
mentioned in this section would have to be tailored accordingly during next iterations.
The tool is a web based tool built in Java EE (JSP) and delivers a portal like interface to all the
functionalities. The tool only supports JSON file format and the current file structure that is
used is as follows:

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
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"data": {"usersdata": {
"user": [
{
"-uImage":
"http://pbs.twimg.com/profile_images/926752660522287105/sZ2rBnNO_bigger.jpg",
"-uVerified": "false",
"-ucontent": "Guess the goal jack scored didnâ€™t make Hong Kong Fueys stats
ðŸ™ˆ https://t.co/wki8009ryb",
"-uid": "145367729",
"-uname": "Johno âœ–ï¸•",
"friends":
"20329584,305734622,40963470,922867100225540101,2734513213,21093744,942805707577020416,312
3238004,924525729299292161,501809295,353786896,360560710,310429148,77502762,595625664,2327
735424,1375003290,84609385,555255868,724538910932668416,",
"followers":
"38891680,232628294,935137752928092160,946670955585327104,2734513213,936971811279032320,29
1637863,784736849667493888,358224719,904424551265611776,942805707577020416,4898428439,1252
821854,56367158,501809295,941390212281888768,155595831,302685603,812576610763341829,121427
4428,"
},]
}
}}

5.1. The Initial Page
Technically, there is just one page for the whole tool which keeps getting modified during the
course of action. The user is required to enter upload a file to begin with and select the values
of identifiers and filters.

Figure 1: Initial Page

Currently, the tool does not support real time modification to the filters and modifiers, but the
task is trivial and will be done in the next stage of development.
The page is kept simple enough and the colour scheme is sober and with just the shades of
red, black and white to match the aesthetics of the project logo.
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5.2. Second Step
The current version of the tool works independently and the file needs to be uploaded from
the local storage. In the later stages, when it is integrated with the rest of the project
components, it would be modified to take input from the previous modules. The user currently
has a filter which allows him/her to select from options of, “All”, “Friends” and “Followers” to
decide the nodes to process when looking for a relationship between different nodes. The tool
provides the user with the flexibility of adding a set of keywords along with their weights
which are used to rank nodes in the network. List of keywords are compared with the
directory of tweets associated with each network node and based on the frequency of
occurrence and the weight assigned to a specific keyword, the nodes are coloured. The
keyword weight can vary between 1 and 10.

Figure 2: Second Page
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5.3. Graph Visualization
As highlighted earlier, the tool only takes as input JSON file formats.

Figure 3: Browse option

Once a file is uploaded, the visualization tool uses a combination of JSON Objects and JSON
Arrays to read the user-id entry in the uploaded dataset. It makes its own data which contain
elements such as nodes, edges. Each node represents a user with its attributes such as
location, verified tag, number of followers, friends etc.
The list of friends and followers are also represented using their unique user-IDs therefore, the
tool also creates nodes for them, but only visualizes them if they have an entry of their own in
the uploaded database. During this process, the tool ensures that the exact type of
relationship is captured between each node so as to display the result accordingly if a filter is
applied.
Once the file is uploaded and processed, the tool displays the nodes on the map with specified
location, with a marginable error. The graph can be panned and zoomed, but then the nodes
lose their location on the map, as in the current stage of development the map in the
background is static. This minor issue will be resolved in the next stage of implementation
along with addition of further features that will come into existence after the input from the
NLP, SNA and CEP modules is received.
The visualization tool, as highlighted in previous section, differentiates nodes with colour,
shape and opacity. In the following figure, a brighter red node is an indication of a terrorist
node whereas a blue node represents a normal node. The intermediatory colours are an
indication of the relative amount of terrorist content a node has shared, a green node has
shared more provocative content than the blue node and orange has shared more content
compared to the green node. The red and blue nodes represent the opposite extremes. The
shape of a node is changed based on a twitter feature of verifiability. Twitter verifies profiles
of well-known individuals and groups such as celebrities and new channels. The tool
represents such entities with a star shaped node as it would help identify if the content is
This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
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being shared by a common man or a well-known individual or group. This would act as an easy
mean of identifying if such content is being shared as a part of a news report or to provoke
individuals.

Figure 4: Visualized Graph

5.4. Error messages
The tool also takes into consideration a couple of error messages such as invalid file format.
The page reports an error prompting the user to check the input file, if any file which doesn’t
have an extension as “json” is uploaded. The following image displays the scenario.

Figure 5: Error messages
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6. Conclusions
This report, namely D5.4: “Data Visualization Tool”, is submitted as a part of WP5, and it
summarizes the techniques that are used to visualize a social network for further analysis.
In order to identify terrorist organizations/content in a social network, the RED-Alert project
requires accessing and analysing data harvested from various social network platforms. These
platforms are used to determine not only potential terrorists but also other users who are a
part of the terrorist’s social circle and help sharing the content promoting terrorism.
The visualization tool receives data that has been processed by the anonymization tool and
hence confines to the guidelines of GDPR. After anonymisation the data passes through the
RED-Alert pipeline which enriches the incoming data. This enriched data is received by the
visualization tool which represents all incoming data in the form of a graph while also
evaluating certain network parameters for better and quick comprehensibility.
This report also provides a detailed step by step process required to get the network data
visualized and also how to tailor the graph according to the requirements of the user with the
help of filters and identifiers provided.
The tool will undergo constant improvements/adaptation as the project goes along with new
developments in terms of the attributes that are made available through new datasets. As
identified at this moment there are certain features/updates identified to be considered in the
next iteration(s):







Data visualisation tool will be an integrated part of the single point of access portal (a
section in the portal). In this respect next stage will include the evaluation of User
Interface common guideline for the RED-Alert integrated solution in order to align the
Visualisation Tool to the same design(look and feel). Also, the pages presented in the
current version of the Data visualisation tool might need to be divided in separate
pages
Visualisation tool will be incorporated into the RED-Alert integrated solution, where
instead of reading a separate file, it will take data from the MongoDB(common
schema), which has network information enriched by the NLP, SNA and CEP
components. The enrichment of the network information would require more network
attributes to be considered and all that will be incorporated in the next version of the
data visualization tool.
The actual list of network parameters will vary and this list will be enhanced after
input from CEP, SNA and NLP is received into an integrated workflow.
Upgrades in the way if represents nodes on a map, it will allow analyst to see all
information about a node or an edge one he points onto it. This node/edge
information facility will also be made available for a group of nodes or edges.

These adaptations will follow a specific time line as mentioned in the following Gantt chart.
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2017

ID

Task Name

Start

Finish

2018

2019

2020

Duration
Q3

1

Data Visualization Tool (First Version
made with sample datasets)

6/1/2017

6/29/2018

282d

2

Data Visualization Tool (Second
Version working on actual input from
CEP, NLP and SNA)

8/1/2018

3/29/2019

173d

3

Data Visualization Tool (Final Version)

4/15/2019

4/1/2020

253d

Q4

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

Q1

Q2

Figure 6: Gantt chart for proposed time lines
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